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ABSTRACT

A molecular theory for the orientations! distribution function

in the nematic phase is presented. Simple models are also derived yielding

nematic order parameters in agreement with experimental data. The phase diagram

of the nematic-isotropic transition is obtained by using a. rigid rod model,

showing that a short-range order theory does explain the structure in the

nematic phase.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A: grsat deal of work has- been done during these last years aa theories

for the isotropic molecular fluids at equilibrium. The most successful theory

involves site-site pair potentials and site-site distribution functions[1-7]-

For nematic liquid crystals, the mean-field theory of Maier and Saupe [8] using

long-range forces and theories using short-range forces as the scaled particle

and the virial expansions [9-12] have failed to explain recent Raman experiments

[13-15] and large discrepancies in the calculated thermodynamic properties

[16,17], in particular, these theories did not produce negative values for the

nematic order parameter ^P^(cos6)Vbut Luckhurst ana Yeates [l8] have

proposed a step model for the orientational distribution function f(0) with a

cut-off at an angle 3^ yielding correct ^P (cosfJ)^ and a negative

range for , (cos0)S The discontinuity in f{B) was explained as a

consequence of the hard core potential of the liquid crystal molecule - i.e.

the short-range order — . This work prompted our present paper.

In Sec.II we derive a molecular theory for f{6) and the ^Pg.tcosS)^

which can be calculated given the temperature, the number density, the

geometry of the rigid molecule and the site-site pair potentials.

In Sec.Ill simple parametrized models which are the generalization of

the Luckhurst-Yeates step model [IS] are derived and analytic expressions for

the ^P 2 L(cosB)^ are^ presented.

To obtain the phase diagram of the nematic-isotropic (HI) -transition

we use in Sec.IV an alternative treatment of the Onsager rigid rod model [2k]

assuming that the interaction of rods is due to pure sterio repulsion.

Sec.V is the conclusion.

II. A MOLECULAR THEORY FOR THE OBIEHTATIOHAL ORDERIHG IN HEMATICS

The site-site distribution functions were first introduced by

Egelstaff et al. [l] for studying the structure of isotropic molecular fluids.

Then Chandler and co-workers [2-^] developed the RISM {reference interaction

site model) theory: an integral equation for molecular fluids considered as

fused hard spheres, solved by a variations!, method and they applied it to

some simple molecules. Recently, Johnson and Hazoume [5-7] derived more

general theories which could handle any type of site-site pair potential and

where the integral equation is solved by an iterative method: the systems
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studied are single-component molecular fluids and the molecules are considered

as rigid. The total pair potential v
12^\~^2'

 ni> a^ i 3 defined as

(1*)

greek letters represent interaction sites: % in .molecule 1, y in molecule

2, the quantity m is the number of interaction sites in a molecule, the

function II

defined as

(|.j|) is site-site pair potential, the vector r

-e

$\ i

(2)

where • i>i)-is the position vector of the site X. of molecule i in a

specific molecule-fixed co-ordinate system and S. is the position vector

of the origin of the specific molecule-fixed co-ordinate system of molecule

i in a chosen space fixed co-ordinate system. Let $y be |i^(Ji)| , JtT"

is the distance between a site t and the centre-of-mass of molecule i.

The molecular pair distribution function also called full two-particle

distribution function between a molecule 1 and a molecule 2 is g(l,2) =

g(i" - ,rT; £!. 1 Sili ay) where *Sl. denotes the Euler angles of a specific

molecule fixed co-ordinate system at a site t of molecule i with respect

to a chosen spaoe-fixed co-ordinate system. We will introduce for convenience

h(l,2) = g(l,2) - 1. Since h(l,S) is a. complicated multi-dimensional function,

one may study instead the set of site-site distribution functions depending

only on the distance between the pair of sites considered J

where R = R - R and h (k) stands for h (k: art). For only isotropic
^lc ^1 *̂  c ClY '"" fl"Y n*

molecular fluids, Johnson [5] in his Appx.B derived the following expression:

(5)c/t

where the j (x) are the spherical Bessel functions of order n We will now

define a new distribution function 7(Si^) obtained by first of all dividing

expression {h} by the angle-averaged function

c/l
i f

for isotropic molecular fluids to tiormaliae it and' second by angle-

averaging/tne expression obtained over n also in an "isotropic vay". These

V
operations yield a fl' angle-dependent distribution function

14:

(3)

where <5(x) is the three-dimensional Dirac delta function, ft = hit if the

molecule is linear and £1 = Sir if the molecule is non-linear.

Let T(k) = dr T{r) exp{-ik-r} be the Fourier transform of the

function T ( r ) . From Appx.A the following approximate expression for h(l,2)

holds:

(6)

In order to introduce the anisotropy existing in nematics we will use the

works of Sears [19], De Gennes [SO] and Pynn et al. [21,22] on the calculation

of the neutron scattering structure factor of nematics*

Oh
Jo *rt Jo T7; Jo x

CT)
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where D y is the angle "between the vector ^(JL) and the molecular long

axis, 8 is the angle between the scattering vector k and the nematic

axis a,""§2 is the angle between the nematic axis n, and the molecular long

axis. P (x) is the Legendre polynomial of order n. The j (k C) P_T(cos8 v)
n 2L 2 2L £'

describe the intramolecular geometry, the P (cosfi ) describe the scattering2

geometry and the <,P2L(cosP2) > are the orientiational order parameters.

Expression (T) was derived by only using the rotational symmetry of the liquid

crystal molecule around a molecular long axis and the existence of a nematic
axis n. The orientational parameters P .(cosp are defined as

jC
(8)

where f{9g),the orientational distribution function^is normalized as

•IT

(9)

Note that in isotropic molecular fluids f(@p) is a constant: see expression

(5).

From expressions (6) to (9) we obtain ;

(10)

Expression (10) is clearly the Legendre expansionfor f((3p)

£• O 2- (ID

Since in nematics k and n axe uncorrelated, it is convenient to set

6 = 0 or P^(cos6n ) = 1. We can extract the orientational order
k,ja 2L tt,_n

parameters J

h

(12)

The h (k) can be calculated in first approximation by using the formalism

developed for isotropic molecular liquids [1-7]. I, , *•%, 8 y are given by
i c £g

the geometry of the rigid molecule. Therefore, with this molecular theory

f((J ) and the ^ P T(cos ) ^ can be calculated when the temperature, the

number density, the geometry of the rigid molecule and.the site-site pair

potentials (usually Lennard-Jones or hard sphere potentials) are known. But

this method is computationally painful because a liquid crystal molecule like

PAA (paxa-ozoxyanisole) has 33 atoms and 33 x 33 1^ (k) matrix elements

must be computed. So one must find a simpler method using the generally

accepted idea that in isotropic liquids the repulsive forces are responsible

for the structure [23] which was used in developing this molecular theory

for nematics. For the rest of the article we will use for convenience

III. SOME SIMPLE MODELS FOR f((J)

Because of the uni-axial symmetry of the nematic phase and from

the tendency that molecules have to align to keep from bumping into one

another, f((jj) has a maxima of probability for

minimum around TT/2 and f((j) = fClT-p) (Fig.l).

Let us consider the Legendre expansion for f(£) (Appx.B)

around 0 and TT and a

(13)

where the a abd a_T are constants. Then let us truncate the series
2L 1̂J

of f((J) after the second term

-5-
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a 0 = f(n/2) and when aQ < 0 there Is a region around S = ir/£ with f(S)

negative; therefore f(@) can be considered to be zero in that region because

of the definition of a probability distribution function 0 ̂  f(9) < 1, This

is expressed more conveniently as '.

(15)

Qo is the cut-off angle; f(g) is then normalized and this yields for the

<P£L(cosB)>

p.) > =

te
(16)

where p
n(

x) i3 the associated Legendre polynomial, m and n are integers.

A second approximant for f((j) is to take

- o (l?)

since cos S and |cosB| have similar features this should give a simple

expression for the ^P (

A
(18)

Finally a cruder approximation can be found: f(£) is a Heavislde step function

with the cut-off at 6Q < n/2. In this case

L C2- L

This third approximant is the Luckhurst-Yeates step model [18],

(19)

These three approximants lead to correct (cos ) "̂  and to

which take negative values for part of the range of

The experimental

or T/THI

in Appx.C,

and

or (T H 1-T),

P,(cos^)

?0 -

are given as functions

j is a temperature-dependent parameter

first case we can use

being the HI transition temperature. As discussed

(T). So in the

' M
(20)

and in the second one;

where T g M is the solld-nematic (SH) transition temperature.Expression*(£0)

are only valid for liquid crystals obeying the solid-nematic-isotropic

sequence of phase transitions. ^ Q(T ) the cut-off angle at BI transition

is found by fitting experimental ^P (cos^)^ with theoretical ^ P (cos^)S

(see Fig.l). Luckhurst and Yeates [18] attached to the discontinuous f(ĵ )

a clear physical picture: the anisotropy in nematics is merely due to the

shape of the molecules - short-range order - and a molecule oscillates

around the nematic vector n with an angle {J and a Is the maximal

wobbling angle between n and the molecular long axis: 15 S ?n *• 55 -

But Luckhurst in Ref.ll (pages 95-105) reluctantly admits this picture

because he still believes that long-range forces dominate in the liquid

crystalline phases.

We will show in the next section that the entire phase diagram for

the Nl transition can be obtained by using only short-range forces.
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IV-. PHASE 'DIAGRAM .FOR-THE NEMffiTIC^ISOTROTIC;

The high temperature region of the Nl phase diagram-' has- been studied •

by Onsager [21*] considering a system of cylindrical rigid rods of diameter

d and length L with p = — » 1 : the interaction of rods is due to pure

steric repulsion£he.Lrmutual impenetrability, the second virial approximation

is used and f{^) is chosen to be a continuous function (Fig.l).

The low temperature region has been studied by Flory [25] for the

same system of rods, but he found/necessary to add to their steric repulsion

some attraction between rods-. Here a lattice model was ued.

We will study first the high temperature regime using a simple

geometrical method: consider two rigid rods wobbling around two parallel

axes n and a (D is the distance between n^ and n ) with a maximal

angle PQ - see Fig.2. For a collision contact length Jl between the two

rods wobbling in a plane containing n-. and n_ we have
" " 1 "'ti

„• n •

*--£ . (si)

Expression (2^) reaches a maximal value for A = L/2 for which

f 4
(25)

Let 9 be the rod volume fraction

0-
(26)

we obtain

v
(27)

Since we are concerned-with tha high temperature regime we can use the

coliision lav of ga3 kinetic theory

Ihe maximal wobbling angle is 55° [18] lr> the nematic phase and in the isotropic

phase ? 0 =» 90°, let & be the nraaatio volume fraction-and S the isotropic

volume fraction. The numerical results for this model are

This is of course a gross approximation but considered valid at high

temperature, a is the mean collision cross-section, D is the mean free

fls the number density with H the number of rods and V the volume

(23}

of the syste'n. In this particular geometry

When g O^no collisionthe sin £-dependence is explained as follows?

cross-section, when ^ = 7T/2 the collision cross-section should be maximal.

Expressions (21) to (23) give

6 (28)

We will now study the low temperature region: a real liquid crystal molecule

(like PAA) is not a smooth cylindrical rigid rod, the surface presents aome

roughness so that between t«o molecules in contact and sliding laterally (along

the molecular long axis) there is some fri.ttion energy involved. This effect

neglected at high temperature cannot be/at low temperature. Let g be the

friction energy per unit length of the rod, K be the Boltaaann constant and

D be the temperature of the system. Assuming a Boltzmann distributionfthe

friction contact length £ in this regime is then given by

(29)

-9-
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Let v1 be the volume occupied by U rods in the nematic phase in the geometry

of Fig.2 but now with this friction between rods, v'= N x lateral surface

of a rod x JC

- N
(30)

v" is the volume occupied by 11 closed-packed collinear rods in the functional

regime

V" =
(31)

The nematic volume fraction Q is given ty the ratio v'/v"

(32)

since 9 1 +

A-^?k-±±i (33)

It can be seen that when T decreases 6 tends exponentially to zero

and 6 ^ 1 .

The ̂ riple point £ is found by matching the high temperature and

the low temperature expression for 0 ;

r
since Jt < L we o"btain

(35)

where q. = f (0 < q < l).
Ju

-11-

The width of the high temperature corridor of the phase diagram Is

given for T > %. by

/\N Q -1- TT

(36)

and appears to be a constant independent from the temperature.

Let us compare our results with other theoretical results. For the

high temperature regime the numerical results obtained (a) by Onsager [2h],

(b) by Kayser Jr. and Raveche [2&] (c) (recently corrected) by Flory [27]

(d) and in the present publication are summarized in Table I: we observe a

good agreement between (a), (b) and (d}^the calculations involving only

repulsion. And the ratio 9 /Q is found to be almost the same for (a), (b),

(c) and (d). For the low temperature regime there is a good agreement between

our results and Flory calculations [25]. The well-known Flory parameter Ifi-

[25] corresponds in our theory to

(37)

where T = is some temperature characteristic of the roughness of the surface

of the liquid crystal molecule instead of being related to the point of

inversion of the second virial coefficient as found by Flory [25]- Moreover

we find that (x)™ rfthe Flory parameter at the triple point decreases when

P increases and tends to zero for P > > 1.

V, CONCLUSION

A theory tor the orientational ordering in nematics has been presented,

based on the Wan der Waals idea that repulsive forces - short-range order -

are responsible for the structure of dense liquids [23], an idea which is not

yet fully accepted in the liquid crystalline phases [ll],
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APPEHDIX A

The notations here are similar to those of Refa-5 and T. But the

systems studied are single-component molecular fluids (instead of being multi-

component ).

We present the Fourier-Wigner series for h(l,2)

(A.I)

Q n
where the quantities h[_rJ - rr" ; L JL M , L ? &

M
p > (MlJ

 a r e Fourier-Wigner

coefficients of h(r, - rjj* ; £2^, (l̂ f; ft 11), the quantities D(n. , L./.M. ) are
*-J- ^^- J. £. v ̂  i i l l

Wigner functions. L. , X.. , M. denote integers whose ranges are

0 $ L. Sao ; - L. * L. ; -L. 4 M. S L. .

*.The inverse Fourier transform of h[_r - r^; L JL M , L Jl M ;

follows:

then

(A.2)

(A.3)

The site-site distribution function h (r-r;(U|) is defined as

-13-

(A.U)

It follows from Johnson's paper expression (3.12) [5] that if ^ = at and

f*.= y then

I
(A. 5)

Consider the following approximation for h ( ^ - rg-; ff_, f»*, A U ) ;

we keep only the first Fourier-Wigner coefficient and neglect the

others as done in [5] and [7], This implies

(A.6)

where R_« = R. - Ro. Summation over all the siteB ot and y should then

be performed on both sides of (A.6). From arguments developed 'by Johnson

for his expressions (3.l6) to (3.19) in [5], h(l,2) is independent from the

choice of the couple of interaction sites for all allowed values of °C and

v . And the approximate formulation for h(l,2) follows:

(A.7)



APPENDIX B B is an upper triangular matrix and

We will present properties of the Legendre expansion for f(^) [28,29]
L-o

- z azJitL
(B.I)

1 ^ 1- d7<\ ld

where the and axe constants . P n U ) is the Legendre polynomial

of order n. The orientational order parameters <^P (cos£) ̂  are related

to the a2L: a £ L = —--—- ^P^^lcos^) "̂  . Because of the uni-axial symmetry

in nematics f(^) = f(ir-^) and the odd coefficients vanish.

The a £ L and °C are related to one another. Let «. be a column

vectorwhose elements are the oi- and a be a column vector whose elements '

are the a^T and B "be a square matrix then ai

,11-

(B.U)

Finally the normalization of f(p) yields

(B.5)

1,

\ IT, \ Because of the alternating sign of the 1^(0) for m+n even and because of the

possibility of the &2h (i.e. for the ^P£L(cos(J) y) to be either positive

or negative we cannot predict the sign of the oi2i,'
 B u t f r o m teil)we E e e

that ftlT/2) = <*0- Therefore if atQ < 0 there is a region around ? = IT/2

where f(B) is negative; being a probability distribution (0 •( f(^) ^ 1 ) f(^)

is taken to be zero in that region.

(B.2)

where the P (x) are associated Legendre polynomials, m and n are integers.

Since Pm(0) = 0 for m > n
n

.inn 4- '

(B.3)

-15-
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APPENDIX C

The models for f(^) developed in Sec.Ill yield expressions for the

•^Pg^cos^)"^ as functions of a parameter ft . The physical picture shows

that ^ Q the maximal wobbling angle is $Q(T) a temperature-dependent

parameter and for T < T^ an increasing function of the temperature T.

The experimental <[P2(cos^)^, and <P1((cos^) ^ [9-15] are given as

functions of T/T^j or (THj-T) where T>Hl is the Ml transition temperature

we will now relate 90(T) to T.

The specific heat capacity at constant volume C = l ( — j where

S is the entropy of the system. There are several distinct contributions to

S, but the contribution we are concerned with is S(§0) the configurationel

contribution due to the orientational ordering and we also neglect, the local

correlation contribution *

)

(c.i)

where K is the Boltzmann constant

(C.2)

and

= cv
(C;3)

In nematics for T < T _, C Is an increasing function of T [10]. From the

three approximants of Sec.Ill is a decreasing function of T.

Thus Tl -i is an increasing function of T which can be written
'v

(c.u)

and

-17-

where the h are constants. We can consider two approximations,

approximation is to consider ~bQ and b x for x > ! negligible

The first

(C.6)

the second approximation is to consider the ti^ for x > 0 negligible

pot r^L b
(C,T)

We will consider for simplicity liquid crystals obeying the solid-nematic-

isotropic sequence of phase transitions as the p — azoxyanisole ox the p-

[10]; for this type of nematics assuming that S(T—) = 0

where T_H is the solid-nematic (SH) transition temperature we obtain
SN

and

(T-TNl) (C8)

'5/v

(0.9)

-18-
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Table I

numerical coefficients in the high temperature region of the
nematic isotropic transition phase diagram

e'Ve1

( a )

( b )

{ = )

(d)

it. 1*9

it .22

11-57

it.68

3.31*

3.29

'7 .89

3 . l i t

1.3U

1.28

1-1*7

1.1*9

(a) Onsager [2k], (b) Kayser Jr. and Raveche [26], (c) Flory corrected

version [27], (d) our results

9 is the nematic volume fraction

© is the isotropic volume fraction

P = — where L is the length and d the diameter of a

rigid rod.
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Fig. 2

A is the contact length, n̂ and JJ2 are two para l le l axes,

^Q i s the maximal wottling angle, d is the diameter of the

rod, L is the length of the rod, 0 and 0' are centres of mass of

the rods.
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